
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Antonia Pia Gordon's Premiere Art Exhibition in Doha at INDEX Exhibition Qatar

2023

DOHA, Qatar – 18.9.2023 - Renowned artist Antonia Pia Gordon is set to make her

debut in Doha, Qatar, as she brings her exceptional artworks to the DOHA

EXHIBITION & CONVENTION CENTER (DECC) from October 23rd to 25th, 2023, at

Stand No - 5J51. This highly anticipated exhibition, titled "My Art Is the Mirror of My

Life Story," promises a mesmerizing journey through the world of abstract art.

Exquisite Artwork on Display

Antonia Pia Gordon's exhibition will feature a curated selection of her outstanding

artworks, some of which have been previously showcased at prestigious events like

the Venice Biennale. Among the captivating pieces on display are:

1. Golden Sun

● Medium: Acrylics on canvas, spatula technique

● Dimensions: 170 x 230 cm (67 x 90 in)

● Series: Spheres - Inspired By The Unknown

● Provenance: Artist

● Exhibitions: Hotel De Paris, Monte Carlo & Hotel Majestic Cannes

Artist Statement: In this series of textured abstract paintings, created with a spatula

technique involving up to 14 layers of paint, I embarked on a unique exploration of

circles and spheres. My creative journey allowed me to surrender to the

ever-changing tides of my emotions, resulting in a playful interplay of paint, brush,

spatula, and these geometric shapes. These artworks often mirrored my personal

experiences, offering alternating stimulation and moments of joy.

2. Gong Zens Gold on Gold (Square)



● Medium: Installation on wood with gold leaf and diamond mesh

● Dimensions: 150 x 150 cm (60 x 60 in)

● Series: Gong Zens

● Exhibitions: 2017 Biennale Venezia collateral

3. Gong Zens Diamond on Gold (Circle)

● Medium: Installation on wood with gold leaf and diamond mesh

● Dimensions: 150 x 150 cm (60 x 60 in)

● Series: Gong Zens

● Exhibitions: 2017 Biennale Venezia collateral

Artist Statement: My soul resonates with the world around me, inspiring me to create

Zen-like, peaceful, and energizing visual art. My Gong Zens mixed media

installations, adorned with gold and silver leaf, evoke a sense of restful introspection

about ourselves and the world, introducing a novel concept of silent yet visually

reverberating sound.

Join Us at INDEX Exhibition Qatar 2023

INDEX Exhibition Qatar 2023 is an immersive experience connecting the interior

design industry in Qatar. Explore cutting-edge products, engage with industry

experts, and connect with global brands as you delve into the world of design

innovation.

This exhibition serves as a pivotal platform where interior designers, retailers,

distributors, fit-out contractors, and high-profile buyers come together to establish

seamless business interactions and gain insights into the latest industry trends. We

invite you to join us for three days of impactful networking and collaboration as we

redefine the world of interior design in Qatar.

Antonia Pia Gordon's premiere in Doha promises to be a momentous occasion for art

enthusiasts, interior designers, and anyone who appreciates the beauty of abstract



art. Don't miss this opportunity to witness the exquisite works of this talented artist at

INDEX Exhibition Qatar 2023.

For more information and updates, please visit

https://apgart.com/

https://apgart.com/pages/press

hello@apgart.com

https://www.instagram.com/antoniapiagordon/
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ANTONIA PIA GORDON

ARTCODE FZ-LLC

C/O HLP

P.O. Box 185616 DUBAI

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Tel: +971 50 331 5640

hello@apgart.com

WhatsApp

About Antonia Pia Gordon: Antonia Pia Gordon is an internationally acclaimed artist

known for her innovative use of texture and color in abstract art. Her works have

been exhibited at prestigious venues around the world, including the Venice

Biennale. Antonia's art reflects her unique perspective on life, emotions, and the

interplay of form and substance. Antonia was born in Hamburg, Germany, and lives

and works in the UAE.

About INDEX Exhibition Qatar: INDEX Exhibition Qatar is a leading event in the

interior design industry, bringing together professionals, brands, and experts to

showcase and explore the latest innovations and trends in design. The exhibition

offers a platform for networking and collaboration, fostering growth and development

in the design sector.
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